Analysis is performed on propagation of light in long-lived optical waveguides in air generated by arrays of femtosecond filaments. Mode structure, leakage losses, and coupling efficiency are studied analytically and numerically as a function of wavelength and time delay after the waveguide-initiating filaments. , and versions of resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) spectroscopy [14] . Essential to the practical use of air waveguides is an analysis of their optical properties. In this Letter, we explore the modal and light transport properties of air waveguide structures using analytical and numerical methods. The optical properties of air waveguides depend on the evolving air density profile, which is determined by the axial and transverse distribution of energy deposited in the gas by the filament or filament array. In a single femtosecond filament in air at standard conditions, energy is absorbed through ionization and two-photon excitation of rotational states. For typical pulse durations of ∼40-100 fs, approximately 25 mJ∕cm 3 is deposited over the ∼50 μm radius filament core [3, 5, 15] by plasma generation and molecular rotational excitation. The hydrodynamic response of air to this pressure impulse leads, over a ∼100 ns timescale, to the formation of an outgoing, single-cycle cylindrical acoustic wave, which leaves behind a region of hot gas and a corresponding density depression [3]. The density depression or 'hole' then decays by thermal diffusion over milliseconds. The refractive index profile enabling air waveguiding is related to the change in density by Δn∕n 0 − 1 Δρ∕ρ 0 , where Δn is the change in refractive index, n 0 − 1 2.8 × 10 −4 is the index of refraction of air at ambient density ρ 0 , and Δρ is the change in density. The hydrodynamic response of the gas is simulated using a 1D Lagrangian hydrocode where we take the initial energy deposition to be 25 mJ∕cm 3 . Details of the code can be found in earlier work [3,5,6].
When intense ultrashort optical pulses propagate through the atmosphere, the dynamic interplay between Kerr selffocusing and plasma defocusing can result in propagation of a core of high optical intensity over distances much greater than a Rayleigh length corresponding to the core diameter [1, 2] . We have recently shown that the energy nonlinearly deposited in the air by the filament core, from plasma generation and molecular excitation, induces a long timescale hydrodynamic response [3] [4] [5] . This response makes possible the creation of long-lived optical waveguiding structures having potential for both guiding high power laser beams [6] and for remote collection of weak optical signals [7] . Potential applications for both transmission and collection include directed energy [8] , lightning control [9] , atmospheric lasing [10, 11] , LIDAR [12] , laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) [13] , and versions of resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) spectroscopy [14] . Essential to the practical use of air waveguides is an analysis of their optical properties. In this Letter, we explore the modal and light transport properties of air waveguide structures using analytical and numerical methods.
The optical properties of air waveguides depend on the evolving air density profile, which is determined by the axial and transverse distribution of energy deposited in the gas by the filament or filament array. In a single femtosecond filament in air at standard conditions, energy is absorbed through ionization and two-photon excitation of rotational states. For typical pulse durations of ∼40-100 fs, approximately 25 mJ∕cm 3 is deposited over the ∼50 μm radius filament core [3, 5, 15] by plasma generation and molecular rotational excitation. The hydrodynamic response of air to this pressure impulse leads, over a ∼100 ns timescale, to the formation of an outgoing, single-cycle cylindrical acoustic wave, which leaves behind a region of hot gas and a corresponding density depression [3] . The density depression or 'hole' then decays by thermal diffusion over milliseconds. The refractive index profile enabling air waveguiding is related to the change in density by Δn∕n 0 − 1 Δρ∕ρ 0 , where Δn is the change in refractive index, n 0 − 1 2.8 × 10 −4 is the index of refraction of air at ambient density ρ 0 , and Δρ is the change in density. The hydrodynamic response of the gas is simulated using a 1D Lagrangian hydrocode where we take the initial energy deposition to be 25 mJ∕cm 3 . Details of the code can be found in earlier work [3, 5, 6] .
We consider the two regimes of guiding demonstrated in our prior work, acoustic and thermal guiding. Acoustic guiding, which typically occurs over a microsecond timescale interval [5] [6] [7] , works by confining light in the positive density (refractive index) crest of the single cycle annular acoustic wave launched from a single filament [5, 16] , or in the enhanced density peak resulting from collision of acoustic waves from multiple filaments [5, 6 ] (see Fig. 1 ). In the much longer lived, millisecond scale thermal guiding regime [3, 6, 7] , a ring of ≥4 filaments leaves a cladding "moat" of diffusively merged density holes surrounding a near ambient air density core (see Fig. 2 ).
In order to discuss mode structure, we consider idealized air waveguides whose transverse refractive index profile is axially invariant. While real air waveguides have axial variation [5] [6] [7] the scale is over many Rayleigh ranges of the guided beam. We also neglect any absorption or scattering losses, which can be added with an exponential attenuation factor. To find the modes Ar ⊥ ; ze iβz , where A is a slowly varying field amplitude and r ⊥ and z are transverse and axial coordinates, we consider the paraxial scalar wave equation
where k is the vacuum wavenumber, nr ⊥ n 0 Δnr ⊥ is the air refractive index (assumed dispersionless for our range of considered wavelengths), Δnr ⊥ is the filamentinduced refractive index profile change, and β is the waveguide wavenumber. Use of the scalar wave equation is well justified, as the air waveguides created in the wake of filamentation are all well within the weak guiding regime [17, 18] ; index shifts are of order jΔnj∕n 0 ≈ 10 −5 . For later use in our analysis, we define an effective mode indexñ by β kn 0 ñ.
The type of mode supported depends on the profile details of the guide. Profiles with a region or regions of positive refractive index with respect to the surrounding air can support strictly bound modes [17] , which propagate with no transverse leakage loss. This applies to both the single and multifilament acoustic guides, where there are regions of increased air density with respect to the ambient density. In contrast, thermal guides support only leaky modes [17] because the index perturbation from the density holes is strictly negative. Leaky modes have an oscillatory component at large jr ⊥ j that corresponds to the leakage of energy out of the guide as the light propagates [18] . However, we will show that the propagation losses per unit length for these guides can be quite small.
To find the bound modes of air waveguides that can support them, we set ∂∕∂z 0 in Eq. (1), leaving the transverse Helmholtz equation which we solve numerically. For azimuthally symmetric guides, the solutions are indexed by radial (p) and azimuthal (m) mode numbers. To find the fundamental leaky mode of an arbitrary leaky structure, we apply the beam propagation method (BPM) [19] to Eq. (1) (for ∂∕∂z ≠ 0) using a suitable initial guess Ar ⊥ ; 0 and sufficient propagation distance that j∂A∕∂zj is small and the solution, apart from a weak exponential decay along z, approaches a steady state transverse shape. This method is equivalent to shedding any higher order leaky modes.
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show experimental and simulated index profiles for the single filament-induced acoustic guide at time t 500 μs after the filament. The amplitude and radial scale (or wavelength) of the outgoing density perturbation is imposed by the strength and diameter a of the initiating filament energy deposition. Figures 1(f) and 1(g) show calculated bound modes at λ 532 nm for p; m 0; 0 and (0,5), confirming that the mode conforms to the acoustic wave peak [5, 16] . At typical levels of energy deposition in filaments, the density modulation is not deep or wide enough to support higher order (p > 0) radial modes. As the acoustic wave expands outward, higher order azimuthal modes with cos mφ dependence are allowed, with the highest azimuthal mode number scaling as m max ∼ R 0.6 , as seen in Fig. 1(i) , where R c s t is the ring radius, c s is the acoustic speed and t is time after the filament energy deposition. Prior experiments and simulations of trapping in single filament acoustic guides have shown a useful window of ∼1 μs over which optimally positioned Gaussian beams can be efficiently coupled [5, 16] .
In the multifilament acoustic guide, each of the filaments, equidistant from a common center, launches a single cycle acoustic wave. The interference maximum produced when the waves meet on axis typically lasts τ ∼ a∕c s < ∼1 μs, a timescale scale set by the sound speed and acoustic wavelength (here ∼300 ns). Figures 1(c) and 1(d) show an interferometric measurement of an octofilament-induced acoustic guide at the moment of peak central index enhancement at delay ∼200 ns and its hydrocode simulation using a ring-shaped pressure source [5] . Guides as in Fig. 1(c) , amenable to longitudinal interferometry, are shorter with tighter transverse spatial features [5, 6] . A hydrocode simulation more representative of our axially extended structures used for guiding [6, 7] is shown in Fig. 1(e) for an initial ring pressure source of radius 200 μm with the same total energy deposition as for 8 filaments. The p 0, m 0 mode for this guide is shown in Fig 1(h) , peaking on axis, in contrast to the fundamental ring-shaped mode of the single filamentinduced acoustic guide [ Fig. 1(c) ]. For typical parameters, such multifilament acoustic guides only support the lowest order mode.
As discussed earlier, for thermal guides generated by a ring array of filaments, leaky guiding occurs, with the field energy contained in the ambient density core bounded by the lower density moat where the filaments were located. Row (a) of Fig. 2 shows interferometric measurements of short octo-filament arrays for several times during the evolution of the thermal guide. The three panels resolve distinct stages of the evolution: At t 2 μs the density holes from individual filaments are still distinct, at t 10 μs the holes have merged through thermal diffusion to form a continuous ring, and at t 50 μs the holes have diffused to the center and have washed-out the guide. Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show larger transverse scale simulations consistent with longer multi-filaments used in guiding experiments [6, 7] . As can be seen, the relevant timescales increase with the transverse scale size, with guide washout now occurring at >1.5 ms. In Fig. 2(b) the linearity of gas hydrodynamics for small density perturbations allows the summation of single filament results from our 1D hydrocode [5] to obtain an excellent approximation to the 2D response to the octofilament. Figure 2 octo-filament array as a continuous ring heat source with the same total initial energy. In contrast with the acoustic regime, the thermal regime produces a much longer lasting guide whose lifetime τ thermal ≈ R 2 ∕4α ∼ 1 ms [3] . is set by the thermal diffusivity of the gas (α 19 μm 2 ∕μs for air at standard conditions [20] ) and the transverse length scale of the guide (here R 500 μm). The fundamental leaky modes for the eight-lobe and idealized ring thermal guides, shown in Fig. 2(d) , are close to Gaussian in shape and nearly identical. Even at the early time t 500 μs, where there is a marked difference between the eight-lobed and ring index structures [ Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) ], the overlap integral between the two modes is >0.995.
We find that the propagation leakage loss from the ring guide of Fig. 2(c) closely approximates that for the octothermal guide of Fig. 2(b) . Computed loss rates shown in Fig. 3(a) for the ring guide (in red) and the octo-guide (in blue) are nearly identical except at early times, when the gaps between the octo-lobes cause higher loss. Approximate expressions for the axial loss rate γ Imβ and effective indexñ of the lowest order mode can be derived assuming a step index decrement Δn> 0 at the moat of width Δr,
where r co is the core radius, and κ co k2Δn −ñ
1∕2
and κ cl k2ñ 1∕2 are propagation constants in the core and cladding. Since the lowest order leaky mode is nearly Gaussian [ Fig. 2(d) ] we used a variational equation with Gaussian trial function to derive Eq. (2b). At early times up to ∼500 μs, propagation loss decreases as there is less transverse leakage through a broad and shallow cladding region than through a narrow and deep one. Beyond ∼500 μs the trend reverses as the density hole diffusion reduces the central density, decreasing the index contrast between the core and cladding. Loss rates versus delay for a range of wavelengths are plotted in Fig. 3(b) , where the wavelength dependence at fixed delay stems from the increase in guided mode size with wavelength, which is accompanied by larger leakage losses. Figure 4 shows coupling efficiency at λ 532 nm into various guides for a varying Gaussian beam waist diameter, with the waist located at the waveguide entrance and centered on the guide axis. Coupling efficiency is defined as the overlap integral between the Gaussian beam and the modes of the guide. For the single filament acoustic guide, coupling only occurs into the lowest order mode, as azimuthal symmetry of the Gaussian beam prevents coupling into any higher order modes. Highest coupling efficiency is achieved at early times, but the presence of the deep density hole on axis requires the coupled mode to be large. At longer times, the optimal waist size increases linearly in time, following the acoustic wave location r c s t. However, coupling efficiency falls as t −1 because the beam area increases as r 2 to overlap an acoustic ring area increasing as r. Maximum coupling efficiency to the multifilament acoustic guide occurs when the inward propagating acoustic waves collide on axis, which occurs just beyond 1 μs in Fig. 4(b) . For a waist of 70 μm, the coupling efficiency is >85% over a duration of ∼250 ns. For the octo-filament-induced thermal guide [ Fig. 4(c) ], the lowest order mode is nearly Gaussian; we find that optimal coupling efficiency is >95% for approximately the first millisecond. As one can see, there is a very broad range of nearly optimal waist sizes with a full width at half maximum spanning ∼400 μm.
In conclusion, we have found and characterized optical modes of the distinct types of air waveguides that are formed in the wake of femtosecond filaments or filament arrays. The acoustic wave from a single filament supports only ring-shaped optical modes, with an increasing number of azimuthal modes with time. However, the coupling efficiency for an injected Gaussian beam falls as t −1 , fading away by ∼1 μs. The multifilament acoustic guide primarily supports lowest order modes peaked on axis, but likewise has an efficient coupling lifetime of ∼1 μs. The thermal air waveguides studied here support near-Gaussian low loss leaky modes. We examined their leakage loss as a function of delay, wavelength, and guide characteristics. Gaussian beam coupling of >95% efficiency is possible over the millisecond scale lifetime of the guide. 
